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This thesis takes into consideration the problem of real-time systems scheduling using shared memory multiprocessor systems. According to the 

literature, this problem is NP-Hard. In real-time systems applications some time limits are imposed to tasks termination. Therefore, the really important 

thing is to get results on time and it is not so important to achieve high average performances. The solution to the problem traditionally has been to 

partition the tasks at design time and treat processors as isolated uniprocessors. The alternative solution, the global scheduling, has an undeveloped 

theory. The limit on the system utilization with deadlines guarantees is very low, around 50%, and spare capacity can hardly be used to service 

aperiodic tasks. Thus, the main goal of this thesis is to develop global scheduling techniques providing deadlines guarantees and achieving good 

service for aperiodic tasks, being able to use 100% of the processing capacity. 

First of all, we explored four possibilities of distribution: static or dynamic depending on the tasks, periodic or aperiodic. We tried to schedule aperiodic 

tasks with two different methods: with servers and without servers. In dynamic distributions, with the method of servers were found difficulties in its size 

and guarantees for deadlines. The methods without servers were The Slack Stealing and The Total Bandwidth. Both were adapted only for scheduling 

the static case. The simulations showed that the local scheduling with Slack Stealing and an allocation of aperiodic tasks kind Next-Fit provides the best 

mean average response time for the aperiodic tasks. However, when the load is very high response time increases. All methods tested so far were 

dismissed for the global scheduling. 

Secondly the Dual Priority algorithm was adapted to global scheduling. First we discussed its characteristics in uniprocessors and various 

improvements were made. The algorithm depends on the off-line calculation of the worst case response time for the task and the formula to compute 

them in uniprocessors is not valid for multiprocessors. We have analyzed three methods for its calculation: an analytical method, a simulation method 

and an algorithmic method. The former gets too pessimistic values, the second gets adjusted values but are sometimes too optimistic, and the third is a 

method that obtains approximate values. Thus, this method does not guarantee deadlines and may not be used in hard real-time systems. However, it 

is very suitable for soft real-time systems. In these systems, using an on-line monitoring and dynamic adjustment of promotions, the number of missed 

deadlines is very low and the response time of aperiodic tasks is excellent. 

Finally, we present a hybrid solution between static task allocation and global scheduling. At design time, is performed the distribution of periodic tasks 

among processors and their promotions are calculated for local scheduling. At runtime, the task can be run on any processor until the moment of its 

promotion, when it has to migrate to its processor. This will ensure deadlines and allowing a certain degree of dynamic load balancing. The flexibility 

provided by task promotions and load balancing is used (i) to admit task that would otherwise not be scheduled, (ii) to serve aperiodic tasks and (iii) to 

serve aperiodic tasks with deadlines or sporadic tasks. For the three cases were designed and analyzed various methods of task distribution at design 

time. We also designed a method to reduce the number of migrations. The simulations showed that this method can achieve with only periodic task 

loads very close to 100%, far from the 50% of the global scheduling theory. The simulations showed that aperiodic tasks average response time is very 

good. We designed an acceptance test for sporadic tasks, hence, if a task is accepted then its deadline is guaranteed. The acceptance rate obtained in 

the experiments was over 80%. Finally, we devised a pre-rutime distribution method of periodic tasks that is able to provide at run time a high 

acceptance ratio for sporadic tasks and maintain a good level of service for aperiodic tasks. 
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